
Athletics Lesson 3 

 Learning Objective  

To develop agility and co-ordination.  

Success Criteria  

• Bend low and push off quickly to change direction.  

• Keep your chest up whilst moving.  

• Keep your feet shoulder width apart when changing direction.  

Whole Child Objectives  

• Social: I can make safe decisions when moving around others.  

• Emotional: I can play to the rules.  

 

Warm up  

Jog around your garden or on the spot if indoors. Can you stop as quickly as possible 

when you hear the word freeze? Can you change direction? Practise skipping, hopping 

and jumping too. 

 

Activities 

For these activities you will need some markers on the floor. This could be an object or 

toy, or perhaps you could create some cones out of paper!   

1 

Stand next to one of your markers. When you hear go, jog around the markers. 

When you get to a marker, jump over it before jogging to the next one. Perhaps you 

could time yourself. How many markers can you jump over in 20 or 30 seconds? 

2 

This time, you are going to repeat the activity above but when you reach a marker 

you are going to run round in before carrying on to the next one. Is this easier or 

harder? If you timed yourself in the previous round, can you run round more 

markers than you could jump? 

3 

In this round, you need to reach down and touch a marker before running to the 

next one. How quickly can you do this? How does this compare to the other two 

rounds? 



 

Game time – Flip it! 

We have played a game similar to this at school although we used cones and called it 

cups and saucers! You will need at least one opponent for this game. 

When the timer starts, you are going to run round and flip over as many of the markers 

as you can! Your opponent is going to run around trying to flip them back the other way 

(one at a time!). Start with one minute on the timer. Will you be able to turn over more 

markers than your opponent can turn back? How many can you do in a minute? Good luck 

 

Cool Down  

Stand still and stretch upwards, then slowly bend forwards over until you can touch the 

floor, hold for a count of 5. Sit on the floor with crossed legs, taking in a deep breath 

as you lift your arms up above your head. Hold for a count of 3 then breathe out and 

repeat 3 times. Try holding your breath for a count of 5 and repeat. 

 

Have fun with this activity and feel free to adapt it and make it your own! Don’t forget 

you can email your class teacher to let them know how you got on with this activity or 

share pictures of you and your family doing it together. 

  


